
 

“Because a great body is the best revenge”: Revenge Body and Postfeminist Revenge 

Introduction 

Currently filming its third season, E! Network’s Revenge Body with Khloe Kardashian 

invites participants to get their “best revenge” through a makeover experience billed as a “major 

transformation inside and out” (Olya, 2015). Combining the features of prior weight-loss 

centered shows with more makeover-based reality television, each episode of Revenge Body 

tracks the journey of two individuals as they pursue twelve-week-long journey of weight-loss 

and makeover. This transformation experience culminates in a reveal event where the 

participants unveil their new selves. During this reveal, the participants “get their revenge” by 

having the opportunity to confront those who drove them to pursue this transformation—those 

they see responsible for their heartbreak, eating disorders, drug addiction, bullying, and even 

those who have assaulted them—as the ultimate moment of redemption.  The show’s narrative is 

couched in Khloe Kardashian’s own personal narrative of a “revenge body,” citing her own 

motivation to pursue a transformation experience after the collapse of her marriage and years of 

being labelled the “fat one” (“Muscle Cub & The Duff,” 2017).  

By constructing narratives of liberation through revenge, Revenge Body simultaneously 

molds and pushes the participants toward more recognizable representations of ideal subjects. 

While branding itself as providing a new “way through” for those seeking redemption from 

societal marginalization and past wrongs, the show also conforms to and reinforces many of the 

idealized and gendered representations in mainstream media. In light of the way the show 

positions itself, I propose that Revenge Body serves as an object of “postfeminist media culture,” 

structured by the “postfeminist sensibility” as defined by Rosalind Gill (2007). Considering this 
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program as critical object of postfeminist media culture emphasizes the presence of many 

common features of postfeminist discourse, including: 

“the notion that femininity is a bodily property; the shift from objectification to 
subjectification; the emphasis upon self-surveillance monitoring and self-discipline; a 
focus upon individualism, choice, and empowerment; the dominance of a makeover 
paradigm; a resurgence in ideas of natural sexual difference; a marked sexualization of 
culture; and an emphasis upon consumerism and the commodification of difference. 
These themes coexist with and are structured by stark and continuing inequalities and 
exclusions that relate to ‘race’ and ethnicity, class, age, sexuality, and disability as well as 
gender” (Gill, 2007). 
 
These elements identified by Gill are embedded in Revenge Body through the structure 

and major themes of the program. They work to not only structure the framing of the 

transformations on the program, but shape the way that revenge is defined and enacted. As a 

result, I argue that this produces a “postfeminist revenge,” in which revenge can now be gained 

through the successful embodiment of postfeminist culture by the show’s participants. 

Reviewing existing literature on reality television transformations, cultural approaches to fitness, 

and revenge, I situate the idea of the “revenge body” in the context of current scholarship. I then 

use a qualitative content analysis to define the structure and major themes of the program. 

Finally, I return to the idea of postfeminist revenge, and explore how these transformation 

narratives on Revenge Body produce the means for revenge in postfeminist media culture. 

Literature Review 

 Makeover reality television “works” by providing a template of success for both the 

participants in the program and the audience of how to “modify attitudes, behaviors, and 

lifestyle” (Redden, 2007, p. 150). This logic in enacted through the production of value from 

consuming the appropriate goods and services to achieve what they frame as the ideal life. 

Reality television also employs intimacy and “realness” to engage audiences and sell these goods 

and services as transformative (Skeggs & Wood, 2008). As a result of its abilities to use this 
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logic, reality television has been understood as a form of governmentality that instructs 

audiences on the appropriate ways to model perform health (Ouellette & Hay, 2008). 

Analyses of reality television programming have positioned reality television as a site for 

the management of cultural convergence and divergence. This research indicates that reality 

television as a medium can function as a mechanism through which popular notions of normative 

behavior can be learned through a process of “affective convergence” (Bratich, 2010). This 

affective convergence, or the convergence of subjectivities, results from a series of practices 

(like judgement, humor, and conflict) that work to divide the participants and define appropriate 

behaviors. It also shows how participants in these programs will not always respond to the 

pressures of these situations in the expected ways, producing divergent collectivities that resist 

the formats of reality television or the experiments themselves. In another study, affect theory 

has also been applied to reality television as a way to explain how value is generated through and 

from these programs. Bringing together affect and Marxist theory of value production, it shows 

how reality television produces both cultural value and economic value through affective 

engagement with viewers (Chaput, 2011). 

Similar analysis of shows like Big Brother and Intervention, have argued that the types of 

interventions that reality television shows purport to document not only tell these stories of 

change, but produce the transformation itself. This work argues that reality television is less 

concerned with providing “representations of reality,” but more interested in “intervening in it,” 

through a set of techniques and experiments that seek to produce malleable subjects that are open 

to changing and increasingly precarious social and economic conditions (Bratich, 2007). This 

work describes the “powers of transformation” in reality television, or the ways that it creates 
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and reproduces a belief in the collective and individual capacity to reinvent the self (Bratich, 

2007, p. 8). 

Revenge Body promotes a transformation on and through the body, which pairs physical 

transformation through fitness with a makeover that includes experts to help the participants with 

their clothes, hair, and makeup. Makeover shows like What Not to Wear or Ten Years Younger 

focus on the way the body is dressed and presented, and at its more extreme ends programs like 

The Swan utilize plastic surgery to transform the body (Hearn, 2008a; Marwick, 2010). Research 

on these makeover programs suggest that these shows work to legitimize the physical 

transformation of the body as worthwhile at all costs, instructing the participants and audiences 

to spend whatever necessary to achieve the ideal form. Weight-loss centered reality television 

programming like The Biggest Loser that display the physical transformation through fitness on 

reality television, have further displayed the ambivalent nature of the transformations these 

shows promote. While the show has been cited as a source of inspiration for many to lose 

weight, become active through fitness, or make more nutritious choices, it has also been shown 

to reinforce negative stereotypes of obesity or overweightness as markers of a lack of morality. 

Others have shown how these shows often position the physicality of fitness as a stand-in for 

health, centering the visible transformation of the body rather than the overall improved health of 

participants (Klos, Greenleaf, Paly, Kessler, Shoemaker, & Suchla, 2015). Looking at what 

happens “after” the reality television transformation can underscore the flip-side to these 

transformations: a study of the participants from The Biggest Loser after the show had ended 

revealed that while some participants often extended the makeover discourse into their everyday 

lives, others turned against the transformation narrative and resist the logic of the fitness 

transformation (Hass, 2017). The type of transformation promoted on this program is only 
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possible within the strict confines and structure of the show and is not sustainable for the 

participants once they are back in their off-screen lives due to financial resources, time 

limitations, or family obligations (Moore, Cooper, Williams, & Zwierstra, 2017). This raises 

questions about the long-term limits of the transformation experience and how that might impact 

its ability to enact revenge. 

Physical transformation has also been historically defined along gendered lines, and how 

particular body ideas, moralities, and aesthetics have been attached to the achievement of health 

and fitness. As a makeover focused show, the physical transformation of Revenge Body is a 

means towards the end of achieving more conventionally attractive bodies, often defined by the 

gender of the participant. Women discuss wanting to look “thin” and “sexy,” while the show’s 

male participants strive for muscle. These discourses fall in line with social research on health 

and fitness, which has increasingly been interested in the historical development of fitness as a 

gendered practice. Tracing the cultural history of fitness in the United States, research shows 

how fitness develops as a masculine pursuit to a mass leisure activity at the turn of the twentieth 

century, moving to a “male-connoted and national muscle culture,” to a global commercial 

industry, and most recently to an individual pursuit and practice of exercise, diet, and lifestyle 

fitness (Andreasson & Johansson, 2014). These cultural understandings of fitness are replicated 

in a variety of media forms including exercise videos, women’s magazines, self-help books, 

social media, and reality television, alongside increased government initiatives and propaganda 

around exercise and health (Kissling, 1995; Philips, 2005). Gender in representations in health 

and fitness-oriented magazines have been explored to examine the ways that difference and 

similarity in gender norms are portrayed in the representations of male and female bodies. This 

work suggests that health and fitness are inherently gendered frameworks and posits that what is 
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often really “for sale” in fitness magazines is gender, not health (Dworkin & Wachs, 2009). 

Often these health and fitness magazines have been found to co-opt feminist discourses of 

empowerment to align fitness pursuits with idealized standards of beauty. Additionally, a content 

analysis study in 2010 of about five thousand U.S. women’s health and fitness magazines 

indicated that about a fifth of the editorial content in these magazines related to issues of body 

shape and weight loss, and frames a large portion of the discussion of health and fitness activities 

as appearance driven (Willis & Knobloch-Westerwick, 2014). Examinations of how issues of 

gender are negotiated in these spaces also show that social media has both provided opportunities 

for the renegotiation of identities through fitness, as well as how they reinforce traditional ideals 

of femininity and masculinity (Andreasson & Johansson, 2013). Others have focused their 

attention on the gendered aspects of identity formation through participation in online 

communities, showing that these communities advocate for particular transformations of the self 

by using gender-based normative ideals of bodies to define health (Contois, 2017). The work 

shows how weight-loss is tied to ideas of “finding the real you” (p.33), and argues that these 

subjectivities are powerful because:  

“they have achieved a weight status to which viewers are expected to aspire; they exhibit 
a dedication to self-improvement that viewers are expected to replicate. [They] enact 
“successful” performances of both normative gender [and] fitness, which are ever-
increasing requirements within neoliberal contexts, where bodies are read as evidence—
or not—of self-sufficient and productive citizenship” (p. 36-37).  
 
Like with reality television forms, social research on fitness practices and ideologies have 

tied the pursuit of fitness as aligned with particular types of morality. The discourses of guilt for 

letting the body get out of control, for example, creates negative relationships between women 

and their bodies in the pursuit of the idealized fit and feminine body (Harman, 2016). Extreme 

fitness competitions, like Crossfit or Tough Mudder, can be seen as “functional sites” that instill 
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the value of “toughness” to train and mobilize bodies into alignment with dominant neoliberal 

ideologies (Lamb & Hillman, 2015). Further, the recent development of fitness related video 

games can also shed light on current perceptions of health and fitness. These types of video 

games have been framed as “bio-play” or “bio-games,” and show the convergence of ideas of 

self-care (self-assessments, surveillance, and discipline) and entertainment. Specifically, the 

terms also allude to the relationship between these games and their support of the neoliberal 

presumption that biological “self-improvement” is achievable through the marketplace 

(Millington, 2014).  

Related to the commodification of the body, research has also focused on the labor of 

participants in reality television can provide some interesting insight into how the reality 

television transformation engages and disciplines its participants and viewers. This work has 

argued that reality television programming and online media have produced a narrative of self-

branding as a form of immaterial labor that blurs the boundaries between production and 

consumption (Hearn, 2008b). Transformation reality television reinforces broader narratives of 

insecurity, promoting the need and logic of self-branding to compel individuals to transform 

themselves to become productive and stable subjects. In contrast with increasingly precarious 

work and labor forms in the U.S., research has suggested that this form of television reinforces 

the same insecurities it says to resolve by situating the idea of self-transformation and self-

branding as an ongoing project that requires continuous labor and re-evaluation (Hearn, 2008a). 

Combining cultural studies and autonomist Marxism, one analysis of reality television argues 

that as form it goes beyond the production of texts and ideologies, but also enables the 

“monetization of being” and the logic of “branded selves” (Hearn, 2011).  
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The idea of self-branding has further been investigated through gendered lenses, 

discussing how these types of reality programming work to train women to surveil one another 

by harnessing of female intimacy and friendship to use it as a tactic to define and manage female 

sexuality and gender performance (Winch, 2015). In this sense, these programs encourage 

women to manage each other's adherence to the appropriate transformation of self along 

gendered lines. Gender is often an important aspect of identity in reality television and reality 

television programs have focused on the management of women’s bodies in particular, using 

them to reproduce narratives of neoliberal success. While reality television structures new forms 

of labor and value generation, it also continues a trajectory of appropriating and exploiting 

women’s work, with companies taking the profits from reality television programs while the 

women who participate in them are trivialized (Hearn, 2016). Bravo’s Work Out detailed the life 

of a queer fitness professional provides one such example, displaying how reality programming 

can function as a site of ongoing negotiation of success by combining the logics of disciplined 

bodies in fitness with the queering of norms of gender and sexuality (Heller, 2008). Reality 

television as a site of social negotiation of boundaries continues prior media scholarship on 

representations of gender and sexuality on television, which has displayed how frequently the 

shows that challenge norms of sexuality often reinforce other dominant mainstream images of 

whiteness and affluence (Peters, 2011). This work pushes us to question what kind of 

transformation is actually being called for in these reality programs, and how that is structuring 

the ways we socially think about health.  

Current scholarship on the social and cultural aspects of health and fitness can help to 

explain the ways that fitness transformations are framed in Revenge Body in relation to consumer 

and branding practices as well. They highlight the ways that health and fitness have become an 
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increasingly commodified practice, through the legitimation of fitness as a consumer lifestyle 

through mediated representations and the reproduction of idealized fit bodies. The ways that this 

consumer lifestyle is constructed has resulted in the alignment of fitness with leisure instead of 

public health, drawing attention to the individual and consumer while high rates of obesity and 

socioeconomic disparities in access to physical health education (Maguire, 2007). Online forums 

that have been popularized in recent years centering on weight-loss and fitness provide one 

example of what scholars have referred to as the idea of branded fitness, which shows how the 

logic of brands can be used by fitness practices to transfer branded sensibilities into everyday life 

and experience—ones that not only tell us what fitness products to buy or regimens to follow, 

but further structuring the ways we relate to and shape our bodies in particular ways (Powers & 

Greenwell, 2017). These discourses contribute to the idea that the attainment of a particular body 

through fitness is something that can be used as capital, with enough significance to be used as a 

means to revenge. 

Layering this scholarship on reality television and fitness with ways that revenge has 

been understood in scholarship completes the picture of how we might understand Revenge Body 

and the ways it frames these transformations differently than other reality television 

transformations. Scholarship on revenge in other media has highlighted how revenge ties 

particular actions to forms of justice. Studies of retributive justice in film have explored how 

revenge is enacted by both heroes and villains as a way to achieve justice (Lockhart, 2018). In 

television, revenge has been framed as a response to violence was as exemplified in The 

Sopranos, where revenge was positioned as a way for the show to question gendered violence, 

and explore the social and economic forces that drive violence (Johnson, 2007). Even in recent 
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rewritings of fairy tales embody a brand of “vigilante feminism,” in which women take up their 

own protection in response to violence (D’amore, 2017). 

In other mediated contexts, discourses of “payback” have been examined the function of 

revenge in romantic relationships, indicating that “getting revenge” was a way to address what 

they perceived as violations of rules in relationships (Boon, 2009). Feminist researchers have 

explored the Riot Grrl movement and DIY feminism as types of revenge against mainstream 

expectations of women and girls (Driscoll, 1999), which positions revenge as an alternative form 

of justice. More recently, a study of “revenge by photoshop” highlighted the ways that 

photoshopped memes of police officers have been used as a form of online activism and 

consciousness raising around police brutality (Bayerl, 2016). The online “trend” of “revenge 

porn” has also aimed to understand how the circulation of intimate photos for the intention of 

embarrassing individuals (primarily women) who have “wronged” someone is positioned as a 

type of revenge (Stroud, 2014). This scholarship displays positions revenge then as an avenue for 

correcting an injustice, to bring about a change in someone else, or to correct their own 

unhappiness. It suggests that revenge is itself justified through its own action, or the pursuit of 

revenge turns the idea of justice from the collective to the individual and defines redemption as 

something outside the law and enacted by the subject (Danow, 1995). But it also critically 

underscores how revenge as a form of justice is not always liberatory but can function equally as 

an oppressive force of justice for those in power. 

This brief outline of scholarship at the intersection of reality television, fitness, and 

revenge help to situate the project of Revenge Body as intimately tied to discourses of justice, 

and revenge can be tied explicitly to the body, identity, and the ways we understand 

transformation. It is no accident that themes of control and the location of power run deeply 
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through all of this literature, which helps us to further understand the stakes at play in these 

transformations via revenge. With that in mind, I aim to outline the structure of the program and 

these themes in order to better understand the ways that revenge structured in the program. By 

outlining the ways that revenge is mobilized and intimately tied to the transformation of the 

participants, I will show how the transformation is legitimized through this narrative of control 

through revenge.  

Structuring Revenge 

 Revenge Body episodes all share the same basic format, which helps to create the revenge 

narrative of the show. From my content analysis, I have established seven major phases that 

structure each episode: (1) Presenting the Problem, (2) Initial Evaluation, (3) Demonstrated 

Struggle, (4) Breaking Point, (5) Finding Success, (6) Completing the Transformation, (7) 

Reveal & Confrontation. I briefly outline each of these phases, in order to highlight how the 

revenge narrative is produced through the program. 

Presenting the Problem 

Each episode of Revenge Body opens with a perfectly styled Khloe Kardashian (referred 

to as “Khloe” on the program, so that is how I will refer to her moving forward) on a pristine 

white stage. We see her being primped and positioned on stage as the first participant for the 

episode is brought out to meet her. With the exception of a few, each episode follows the journey 

of two participants as they seek revenge and transformation. When brought out to meet Khloe for 

the first time, they often express feelings of nervousness, attraction and admiration for her. Will 

from season one, episode one describes meeting Khloe as “a moment you never forget in your 

life” (The participants join her onstage and outline their stories to her, describing how they have 

been wronged and why they need her help. “Who do you want revenge on?” Kardashian asks 
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each time, reiterating the narrative of the show. Targets of revenge range from family members, 

to former partners, or even at times to life circumstances.  

Initial Evaluation 

After their problems have been laid out, each participant meets with their trainer for the 

program, who will be directing their exercise, fitness, and nutrition programming for the twelve 

weeks of the program. The trainers are always positioned as “celebrity trainers,” and are 

introduced either by themselves or by the participant by listing off all of their celebrity clientele. 

In the initial evaluation, the audience is always told the participant’s starting measurements or 

weight, which then leads into a conversation about the perils of their situation due to their 

weight. This becomes clear when trainer Lacey tells Ashley that her body scan results indicate 

that she is clinically “obese,” which is framed as a marker of shortened lifespan (Ashley, 2017). 

In the initial evaluations the participants are then put into a workout, where they all flounder. 

Many have to stop due to sickness, or inability to breath. The trainers use the knowledge they 

have of the participant’s revenge goals as a way to motivate them, both through the promise of 

the transformation to come and the negative things that have been done to them. 

Demonstrated Struggle 

After the initial session, the first half of the Revenge Body journey is shown. The 

participants usually struggle to adapt to the new demands exercise and nutrition place on their 

bodies, and are shown as being worn down, upset, or skeptical of their training program. In 

season one, episode four participant Jessy displays this through her frustration over the lack of 

early results in her program and she discusses how the only thing that’s motivating to her is 

seeing “the number on the scale move” (Jessy, 2017). Participants who do not struggle with 

weight-loss instead usually experience an emotional struggle that holds them back — participant 
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Kevin works to overcome the mental strain of years of systematic bullying, and participant 

Crysta has to deal with an emotionally abusive relationship with her partner of six years (Kevin, 

2018; Crysta, 2018). During the initial period of struggle, the things that they seek revenge on 

are framed to be perpetuating their inability to find success in this new lifestyle change. As was 

the case with Jessy, who’s previous addition to meth was explained to have severely impacted 

her metabolism, making it very difficult for her to see progress early on (Jessy, 2017).  

Breaking Point 

Following the period of struggle, each participant is shown as reaching a breaking point 

in their journey on the show. For most participants, this moment is the “eye opener” that changes 

the course of their journey from struggle to success. Often, this breaking point is mediated by the 

trainer, an outside counselor, or by Khloe herself. For participant Ranella, this took a 

confrontation between her and Corey her trainer where she told him that she did not “feel like a 

priority” of his and thought her journey was suffering as a result. They argue, and Corey tells 

Ranella that she needs to stop worrying about other people and instead needs to be worrying 

about herself. This is framed as Ranella’s breaking point in the narrative — as a result of the 

conversation she says she now understands all of her struggles and why her life had taken a more 

negative turn (Ranella, 2017). For a few participants however, this breaking point marks the end 

of their journey and participation in the show. In one of the most dramatic examples of the series, 

participant Joel is dismissed from the show after admitting that he had lied about his revenge 

story in order to be accepted on the show. Joel is called to meet with Khloe and his trainer 

Ashley, where they tell him they will no longer be able to continue on the journey, and Joel’s 

narrative stops at that point in the episode (Joel, 2018).   

Finding Success 
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Once the participants have passed their breaking point, their journey is always framed as 

taking a much more positive turn — they start losing more weight, feel happier, and usually 

express having a new perspective on their journey. In his final weeks of the Revenge Body 

journey, Alexis says that he’s found “strength in me that I didn’t know I had” (Alexis, 2018). 

Rebecca says that she now feels that she has the “power of choice” over her life and can “chose 

to be happy” instead of letting events in her past continue to make her upset (Rebecca, 2018). 

This step structures their story of revenge by providing opportunities for the participants to start 

to overcome their problems, positioning the transformative experience that they are having as a 

way through, or an alternative solution for the problems that caused them to seek revenge. 

Completing the Transformation 

Each participant in Revenge Body has a final evaluation from their trainer, as well as the 

completion of their transformation through a session with a personal stylist, beauty experts, and 

sometimes even cosmetic surgeons. The audience receives the details of their transformative 

success by getting their final measurements or weight, and we see their success evidenced 

through their ability to complete their initial workout again twelve weeks later with ease. 

Dialogues of self-confidence and empowerment vis-a-vis transformation are solidified in the 

makeover sessions. In particular, through their position as a sort of “celebrity treatment” that 

makes the participants feel “more than” they were before. Shayla receives a custom wig (made of 

“real Indian hair,” we are told), which makes her feel special and valued (Shayla, 2018), while 

Melody receives a “celebrity dermatologist treatment” that makes her feel special (Melody, 

2018). These sessions also serve as a final moment for the participants to explain their revenge 

narrative, usually to the stylist, and explain their feelings about the upcoming confrontation. 

Anjelica discusses how “scared” she is to reveal her new self to her friends and family, and how 
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she “never expected to feel so good” (Anjelica, 2017). In Gabriella’s final styling session, she 

expresses anxiety about her upcoming confrontation with her ex-fiancée and discusses how she’s 

come to realize she needs to make a decision about his role in her life through her journey on the 

show (Gabriella, 2017). 

Reveal & Confrontation 

Finally, each participant reveals their transformed self to family, friends, and those that 

have wronged them. During the reveal the participants are able to confront those who have 

wronged them, presumably to finally get their revenge. The confrontation may be the most 

compelling part of the narrative, as it invites each participant to vocalize their own experiences 

as well as how their views have changed through their experience of transformation on the show. 

Their narratives vary widely, but they share a common theme of triumph and the ability to 

overcome as gained through their transformative experience: Lauren confronts her brother about 

how his constant jokes about her weight had made her feel worthless, but now sees that she had 

the power to change that for herself, regardless of his treatment of her (Lauren, 2017); Ashely 

tells her mom and her sister that they have always made her feel ugly and “not good enough,” 

but now she is proud of herself and what she has been able to accomplish despite their criticisms 

(Ashley, 2017). Even those who do not get to confront the person they have sought revenge on 

articulate their transformation in relation to their initial goal of revenge  — Jamie, who wanted 

revenge on a man who had strung her along in a relationship did not get to confront him, but 

instead of being “heartbroken” that he did not show like she might have been before, now, as a 

result of the transformation, she felt she could clearly see that she did not need him or his “lack 

of commitment” in her life (Jamie, 2017).  Importantly, these moments of closure define the 
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revenge as something that can be realized, or even the need for revenge as able to be overcome, 

through the transformation of self. 

Major Themes 

In addition to using the program structure to create a narrative of revenge, Revenge Body 

instills this narrative through multiple themes that appear in all of the episodes. Below I will 

highlight the major themes of “celebrity & brands,” “choice and & control,” “experience,” and 

“mind, body, and soul” that emerged from the content analysis to discuss their relevance to the 

ways that transformation and revenge are positioned in the program. 

Celebrity & Brands 

“I walked around the corner, and I saw God,” says participant Ken, when he gets a 

surprise visit from Kim Kardashian (Ken, 2018). A focus on celebrity is prevalent throughout 

episodes of Revenge Body, and the idea of celebrity becomes an important way to legitimize the 

transformative process by the branding of parts of this transformation as celebrity. Specific 

attention is given the Khloe and the Kardashian family’s celebrity status, the celebrity clientele 

of the trainers and stylists (and their branding as “celebrity trainers” or “celebrity stylists”), and 

the positioning of certain practices and procedures that the participants receive as “for 

celebrities.” In meeting a dermatologist for a treatment, participant Stephanie discusses “how we 

all know the Kardashian’s have amazing skin” and its “so exciting to have to opportunity to work 

with the same person they do.” The procedure she receives includes a series of injections in her 

face that she positions as extreme, but a treatment that celebrities have access to. The 

dermatologist reinforces this by telling Stephanie that she “uses some of the same treatments on 

Kendall and Kylie [Jenner],” which reinforces and legitimizes the position of this treatment as 

celebrity but also necessary for the achievement of beauty (Stephanie, 2017). The audience also 
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encounters the Kardashian brand products throughout the program, from Khloe’s jean line 

("Model, Interrupted & The Basic Bitch," 2018), to Kylie’s “lip kits,” to Kendall and Kylie’s 

swimsuit line (“Muscle Cub & The Duff,” 2017). E! Network, which produces Revenge Body, 

also uses the show to promote their brand — participant Lauren is given a meeting with “Tyler 

the Medium” a “celebrity medium” who also has a show on E!, to help her deal with the 

emotional stain from the loss of her father (Lauren, 2017). In all of these instances, celebrity and 

celebrity brands are seamlessly incorporated into the narrative of transformation to both 

legitimize the framing of transformation in Revenge Body and align transformation with 

consumerism.  

Choice & Control 

Repeatedly in Revenge Body, attention is brought back to the ability of the participants to 

have choice and control over their lives. This starts with the ability to choose to change their 

lives and start working out, in order to control their bodies. This logic is translated to their 

narratives of revenge as well, where the participants are repeatedly encouraged to take control of 

their own lives and stop letting their circumstances or others control them. When Kelsey Rose, a 

former plus-sized model, is training with Gunnar she asks, “do you think you can get me back on 

the catwalk?” Gunnar’s reply is: “No, I think you can get yourself back on the catwalk” (Kelsey 

Rose, 2018). Brittany, a participant who does not finish her journey on the show due to her 

frequent consumption of marijuana and junk food, says that being cut from the show was a 

“wake-up call” for her and that she will continue to do this on her own. In the update at the end 

of the episode, we find out that Brittany had embraced the training she had learned in Revenge 

Body, had cleaned up her diet, and cut back on her marijuana use (Brittany, 2017). These cases 

display how the logic of control in the transformation is repeatedly placed back on the 
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participant, even while they are encouraged to buy-in to the various transformative structures of 

the show. 

Experience 

A common feature of Revenge Body is the focus on the mobilization of personal 

experience as a way to motivate and produce change. Each participant begins their journey by 

sharing their personal experiences, which are used to explain why they are unhappy with their 

current life circumstances. Rebecca shares her experience of betrayal, and shows how her 

boyfriend cheating on her led to unhealthy relationships with food (Rebecca, 2018). Kelsey Rose 

discusses how her parents have always wanted to be thinner and never supported her career as a 

plus-sized model, which she links to broader narratives about acceptable bodies and societal 

expectations (Kelsey Rose, 2018). Khloe, and the trainers, draw on their own personal 

experiences as a way to relate to the participants and as a way to motivate them, showing them 

that they are not alone in their experiences of struggle. During Tiffany’s journey, where she 

seeks revenge against her husband who left her, trainer Lacey shares her own experience of 

divorce from her partner (Tiffany, 2017). Khloe often draws on her own personal experience or 

those of her family, in order to relate to the participants at the start of the show.  

Personal experience is also relied on to legitimize the transformative process, with the 

participants all testifying to how the experience of transforming their bodies has in turn 

transformed their outlook on life. The participants share their experiences again at the end of 

each of their journeys when they confront their object of revenge. This instance of sharing 

experiences is now used to shed light on how they have been changed by the twelve–week 

program and explain to the other person, often, how they have moved on. At the end of his 

journey, Alexis shares that through the process he had learned “There’s no limit to what I can do, 
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if I push myself…if I doubt, I can look to people like you who believe in me.” His sharing of 

experience reinforces the power of the transformation as giving him the ability both do things he 

had never dreamed as well as find a support system, both of which were points of struggle he 

identified when sharing his experiences at the start of the show (Alexis, 2018).  

“Mind, Body, and Soul” 

Revenge Body is a show framed around the transformation of the body, but throughout 

the show it is reinforced repeatedly that the process of transformation is “not just about bodies.” 

During a heated interaction between Khloe and participant Joel when he says he’s there to get a 

“hot body,” Khloe defends the show, saying that it’s “about a mind, soul, body transformation 

from the inside out” (Joel, 2018). Variations on these themes are repeated throughout the process 

by trainers, stylists, and even in the participant’s testimonials about their experiences. Important 

connections are drawn between the mind and body in terms of achieving success — trainer 

Latreal tells participant Anjelica, “if your mind isn’t right, you’re never going to get there” 

(Anjelica, 2017). This frames successful transformation as not just a change in the body, but a 

change in mentality. Even while all the stages of the Revenge Body journey focus on the bodily 

transformation, they are met with discourses that seek to contradict these elements. But the 

discourses are deeply engrained into the show’s structure, promoted by the experts on the show, 

and in the end internalized by the participants. When Gabriella confronts her ex-finacee Spencer 

and tells him that she no longer needs him, she does it by describing how she’s not who she once 

was — she is different “mind, body, and soul” (Gabriella, 2017).  

Discussion & Conclusion 

As evidenced through the ways that revenge is structured in the program, as well as some 

of the common themes, we can read Revenge Body as an object of postfeminist media culture 
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that entangles both feminist and anti-feminist discourses (McRobbie, 2004) and embodies what 

Rosalind Gill calls the “postfeminist sensibility” (Gill, 2007) in order to produce a version of 

revenge that I will call “postfeminist revenge.”  

Recalling the common features of postfeminism, the findings from my analysis of 

Revenge Body reinforce that we should examine it as an object of postfeminist media culture. 

The show positions femininity as a “bodily property,” by reinforcing gendered ideals of bodies 

through the goals of the transformation as well as the “sexualization of culture” through the ways 

that the participants are encouraged to dress their newly transformed bodies in tight, revealing 

clothing. In the final episode of season two the gendered nature of transformation is highlighted 

even further through the simultaneous transformation of a heterosexual couple: the woman, 

always heavy, desires to be thin while her husband, always thin, laments his lack of manliness 

through his lack of muscle (“The Odd Couple & the Ex Factor,” 2018). 

It also relies heavily on the idea of the “makeover paradigm” to structure the show as 

well as the means to revenge. It borrows many of the same conventions of similar reality 

programs, of “makeover” or “transformative” television, wherein the program functions as a 

promise that transformation can happen to anyone (Bratich, 2007). In the case of Revenge Body, 

this promise of transformation happens on two levels — the promise of transformation for the 

participants who want to find the success of showrunner Khloe Kardashian, and the promise to 

the audience that we too can achieve transformation like Kardashian via the successful 

transformations of the “ordinary” participants on the show.  Revenge, by the end of each episode, 

is always reclaimed as an individual act by the participants which meets the postfeminist and 

neoliberal demands of individualization. It’s not about the object of revenge, but rather, it is 

about the participants themselves and their own journey. Instead of using the opportunity of the 
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show to dig in to the social, cultural, and systemic issues that arise through the show, Revenge 

Body personalizes revenge and the experience of transformation as highly unique — and also 

diminishing its affective potential.  

Revenge Body also activates the participants as subjects, not objects, of neoliberal society 

through the discourses of choice and control that run through the program. This theme of control 

and choice also translate to the postfeminist sense of “individualism, choice, and empowerment,” 

with the need for revenge being overcome through the empowerment of the participants. The 

program promotes the connection between the autonomous (through ideologies of female 

individualization), neoliberal self with the post-feminist self (Gill, 2008; McRobbie, 2004). This 

gendered approach highlights how “women are required to work on and transform the self, 

regulate every aspect of their conduct, and present their actions as freely chosen” (Gill, 2007, p. 

164), and comes through in the theme of “control and choice,” as well as the structure of the 

program itself as a process of transformation. Aspects of identity, like gender, sexuality, and 

class, are erased in order to universalize the experiences of transformation and revenge — it 

seems no accident that one of the most prominent themes in Revenge Body, that of “choice and 

control,” maps neatly on to Gill’s recognition of the role of “individualism, choice, and 

empowerment” which requires “the almost total evacuation of notions of politics or cultural 

influence” (p. 155). 

These postfeminist sensibilities also shape the structure of the show itself. If we trace the 

ways that each episode is constructed, as I attempted to do in this study, we see postfeminist 

sensibilities help to define and shape its structure. They are seen in “presentation of the 

problem,” where failure is defined through the lack of discipline enacted on the body; in “finding 

success,” where success is defined by the ability to adopt the proper management of the body 
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and more “acceptable” appearance; and in the “reveal & confrontation,” where the newly 

transformed body is put on display for surveillance by others and discourses of individual 

empowerment are used to overcome all other aspects of identity and struggle. The structure of 

the program is itself postfeminist and as such produces transformations, and ultimately the 

revenge, as inherently postfeminist in nature.    

The particular type of transformation promoted by Revenge Body is a process of the “self 

at work,” or processes of self-branding, that is “made or produced and conditioned by dominant 

notions of the body and being,” (Hearn, 2008a). This ties to the theme of “celebrity and 

branding” that are woven throughout the show. Their labor of self-branding, fundamental to the 

postfeminist sensibility, also is continually reaffirmed as physical through Revenge Body — 

despite the theme of “mind, body, and soul” that are woven throughout the program that claim it 

pushes beyond the focus on appearance and status inherent in the shows focus on celebrity and 

branding, this discourse works to reinforce the importance of laboring for the purpose of 

promoting one’s physical attributes, rather than challenge it. These contradictions in the show’s 

themes are inherent in the postfeminist sensibility and can be deeply problematic through its 

promotion of autonomous choice in conjunction with its reaffirmation of women as consumers 

(Duffy, 2015). This ultimately it highlights how the Revenge Body transformation is framed 

through capital, with the laboring transformed body becoming the ultimate form of capital to be 

used for revenge.  

As a way to contextualize all of these competing factors, I would like to highlight the 

story of Ken, a participant from season two, episode one, to serve as a case of the ways that 

revenge and transformation are structured and framed in Revenge Body. Ken’s story details his 

life as a black man from Philadelphia who lost his parents at an early age and struggled to 
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support himself. He has an online persona as a luxury fashion blogger, but his offline life does 

not match his online person: he is frequently homeless and cannot afford the brands that he 

promotes and pretends to wear in his online life. The ways that Revenge Body engages with 

Ken’s story reveals many of the ways that the potential impact of the show falls flat. His early 

life, which could provide an opportunity for the show to engage with socioeconomic issues 

related to health and class, is instead repeatedly simply referred to as a “rough life” without 

engaging at all with the systemic nature of his story. The audience finds out that Ken’s is 

virtually homeless while on the show, but instead of discussing the difficulties with access to 

health and exercise that homeless populations have, we see Ken’s trainer Corey lend him some 

workout clothes and offer him a night on his couch. Further, Ken’s whole identity is constructed 

around his social media identity as a luxury fashion blogger, even while his offline life he 

struggles to make ends meet. In perhaps the most revealing narrative of the mentality of the 

program, Ken is encouraged to “get revenge” on his life by opening up about his “real identity” 

online — not as a way to open up discourses about consumerism and appearances, but in order to 

present a new “authentic” self that will allow him to relaunch his fashion blogging career (Ken, 

2018).  

As Ken’s story of revenge illustrates, instead of taking advantage of the opportunities that 

arise in the show through the sharing of experiences and discourses of transformation beyond the 

body, Revenge Body ultimately encourages participants to “repair” themselves through 

consumerism, allowing them to be folded back into neoliberal society (Hearn, 2008a). While the 

show does engage with many larger social issues of experience and marginalization, I argue that 

it diminishes its own impact through the transformation of the participants into more ideal 

subjects. Instead of challenging representation and highlighting difference it frames the “best 
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revenge” as becoming more like “everyone else”…or at least, more like what we are told 

“everyone else” should be. The revenge narrative that outlines these stories is framed as a deeply 

personal redemption of the self. However, revenge is also turned on its head in this 

transformation project as a revenge of society, bringing those who sit outside the norm back 

“into the fold” and training the rest of us on how to find “redemption” in the mainstream. 

Postfeminist revenge combines both of these aspects of revenge, using its postfeminist sensibility 

to incorporate both contradictory narratives at once. 

There are opportunities on the show for this particular narrative of revenge to be 

challenged — narratives like that of participant Kelsey Rose, who wants to resist normative 

expectations of health and bodies by refusing to accept that only thin is beautiful, from Jill who 

links her own experience being raped to the larger victimization of women in society, or that of 

Alexis who challenges ideals of masculinity through his own transformation as a male not 

focused on muscle, reveal the potential of the show to use the sharing of experiences as a site of 

resistance around the issues of representation, body image, and abuse (Kelsey Rose, 2018;  Jill, 

2017; Alexis, 2018). These participants seem to experience a different kind of revenge and repair 

— ones that speak both to their own self-repair but also to a more collective type of revenge and 

restorative justice through their experience of transformation. While largely still products of the 

postfeminist media culture that their production is embedded in, I wonder if these narratives 

highlight the more “subversive potential” of these narratives—  the ways in which the collective 

sharing of experiences have the capacity to transform possibilities for new types of sociality 

(Allison, 2009). In the context of fitness transformations they enact, these narratives could also 

be read as the third wave feminist combination of “pretty and powerful” discourses, as a way to 

afford agency to these women and their experiences even while embedded in the postfeminist 
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media culture (Bruce, 2016). But unfortunately, in the case of Revenge Body these narratives 

seem lost in a sea of neoliberal and postfeminist logic, where overwhelmingly it remains that “a 

great body is the best revenge” (Frankel, Kardashian, & Seacrest, 2017-2018).  

The show then calls for a different version of revenge: the “postfeminist revenge.” In this 

deployment of revenge, the transformation is positioned as the means by which to gain 

individual justice, payback, and change circumstances. “Postfeminist revenge” can be read as a 

newer formation of the idea of “feminist success” that is engrained in postfeminist media culture, 

where gendered subjects are “called into being” and “expected to embody more emboldened 

(though of course already failed) identities” (McRobbie, 2004, p. 61). The success of the 

Revenge Body transformation depends on this idea of feminist success in order to mark the 

successful achievement of revenge. But transformation as a means of revenge also seems to be 

doing something else in these narratives — it provides a means to “transcend” the need for 

revenge itself. By the time the show’s participants arrive on their moment of confrontation, to get 

revenge, they have almost all transformed their need to revenge to an alternative narrative of 

self-repair. If we are to take these participants at their word the object of their revenge, for many, 

is rendered irrelevant. Revenge Body thus transforms the idea of revenge and re-incorporates it 

into neoliberal and postfeminist logics through “a current of individualism that has almost 

entirely replaced notions of the social or political, or any idea of the individual as subject to 

pressures, constraints or influence from outside themselves” (Gill, 2008). True to postfeminist 

sensibilities revenge now has its own, new, brand: postfeminist revenge. 
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